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Special Holiday Edition…

Who to contact with a question:
Emergency Fire & Medical: call 911 (Gunnison)
Arrowhead Firehouse: phone: 970-862-8330
AVFD Fire Chief: Jim Gelsomini, Phone: 970- 862-8456
Email: avfdchief2014@gmail.com
Communications: Lisa Ditmore
Phone: 970-901-2529 or email: aiasmokesignals@gmail.com
Design Review: TBA
Fishing: Larry Kontz
Email: Lkontz.aia@yahoo.com
Forestry Management: Bill Conway
Phone: 541-729-6259 or email: Arrowheadforestmanager@gmail.com
Heavy Equipment/Maintenance: Jim Matteson
Email: jem577905@gmail.com

Horse Corrals: Patty Greeves
Email: pattygreevesaia@gmail.com
Noxious Weed Control: Patty Greeves
Email: pattygreevesaia@gmail.com
Patrol: Phone or Text: 970-209-6335
Trash Service: Agnes Kroneraff
Phone: 970-642-4232
The Arrowhead Improvements Association Official Website
& Smoke Signals Newsletter Disclaimers:
www.arrowhead1.org
The Arrowhead Improvements Association Inc. is a state non-profit organization. The purpose of the Arrowhead HOA is to unite the property owners
of the Arrowhead subdivisions in Cimarron, Colorado; to encourage civic
improvements within said area, to encourage community activities
including, but not by way of limitation, the beautification, maintenance and
general appearance of vacant and improved lots, filing roads, winter parking
lot, entrances, open and recreational areas situated within the area and
used in common by its residents; enhance the safety of Arrowhead; facilitate
enforcement of any and all building restrictions, protective covenants, and
to otherwise act in the interests of the members of the Association.
Appearance of an advertisement in this publication does not constitute a
recommendation or endorsement by the Association of the goods or
services offered. The opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the
individual authors and not the Board of your Association. Neither, the Board,
the publisher or the authors intend to provide any professional service or
opinion through this publication.

News Articles

Arrowhead Improvements Association
Board of Directors
Patty Greeves, President...........................pattygreevesaia@gmail.com
Dick Bloss, Vice President……………......................dbloss.aia@gmail.com
Lowell Kindschy, Treasurer…………………. lowellkindschy.aia@gmail.com
Keith Dalton, Secretary………………….................. kdalton.aia@gmail.com
Jim Matteson, BOD...........................................jem577905@gmail.com
Larry Kontz, BOD...............................................LKontz.aia@yahoo.com
Brad Fowler, BOD ............................................bfowler.aia@gmail.com

ARROWHEAD IMPROVEMENTS ASSOCIATION, INC.
P.O. Box 83, Gunnison, CO 81230 ● Phone: (970) 642-4232
Agnus Kroneraff, Office Manager

Board of Directors 2020
Schedule of Meetings
All Regular Board Meetings are scheduled for the third
Saturday of the month and will begin at 1:00pm. If an
Executive Session is required, it will be held at 9:00AM on
the same dates with a break for lunch between the
morning Executive Session and afternoon Open Session.
Dates:
January 18th
May 16th
June 20th
July 18th
August 15th
September 19th
October 17th

Location:
Arrowhead Mountain Lodge
Arrowhead Mountain Lodge or TBA
Arrowhead Fire House
Arrowhead Fire House
Arrowhead Fire House
Arrowhead Fire House
Arrowhead Fire House

CANCELLED: Saturday, December 28th, 2019 Special BOD Meeting:
The proposed RESOLUTION FOR AMENDMENT will be voted on at the
Saturday, January 18th, 2020 Board Meeting.
Please watch for posted agendas to confirm dates, times and locations:
https://www.arrowhead1.org/agendas-minutes-meeting-info
All meeting dates, times and locations may be subject to change.

The deadline for news articles is the 20th of the month before the next bimonthly issue. Please email news articles to Lisa Ditmore at
aiasmokesignals@gmail.com. All letters or articles need to include your
name and a daytime phone number. All articles must be approved by the
editors for publication or as space permits.

Notice
All real estate advertised herein is subject to the Federal Fair Housing Law. The Arrowhead
Improvements Association and its publication “Smoke Signals,” will not knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which is a violation of the law, either Federal or State. If you feel
you have been discriminated against call the Colorado Civil Rights Division at 970-248-7329
or HUD 303-844-6158 or 1-800-669-9777

Want to Advertise in the Smoke Signals?
The deadline for an advertisement is the 20th of the month before
the next bi-monthly issue. To place an ad, please CLICK HERE to
our Online Advertising Form.
Any other questions related to our Smoke
Signals online publication, please contact
our Communication Mgr., Lisa Ditmore:
aiasmokesignals@gmail.com

Arrorwhead1.org is the only official website for Arrowhead property owners (owners in Arrowhead in Gunnison Country Subdivision, also commonly referred to as Arrowhead or Arrowhead
Ranch). "Smoke Signals" is the only official publication of Arrowhead Improvements Association, Inc., the property owners association for Arrowhead in Gunnison Country Subdivision. And
“Arrowhead in Colorado (AIA)” is the only official Facebook page. No other chat room, blog, forum, website, Facebook page or other electronic or written publication is supported, sanctioned,
associated with or condoned by Arrowhead Improvements Association, Inc., and said Association is not responsible for their content.
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Most of you are probably feeling the same way I am. I ask myself: How can it be almost Christmas? Where has
the year gone?
Dick Bloss, Larry Kontz and I will be completing our term of office in January. From the three of us, please know
that it has been our pleasure to serve you. The community can look forward to the service of three new board
members and four continuing board members as of the January 18, 2020 meeting.
In October, we welcomed a new board member, Brad Fowler, to fill the board vacancy created when Kim
Norwood resigned because of his move to North Carolina. Many of you already know Brad from his years of
service as a member of Arrowhead Patrol. He now continues to serve our community on the Board.
As owners, we should all want to know what is happening in our community and board meetings are central to
what is occurring in Arrowhead. As of June 2019, owners who cannot be in attendance at a meeting can get the
same information while sitting in the comfort of their home, no matter where home is. It's really easy to do!
Just click on the notice of the meeting Minutes when they are posted on the AIA website. Click again on the
date of the meeting you want to listen to. Create an account or press view. Once the Minutes appear, click the
link to the recording and you are set to go. If you do not want to listen to the whole recording, the recording
position for the start of each Agenda Item and Vote is highlighted in yellow, so you can fast forward and listen
to a particular section. Please take advantage of this new technology so that you can stay informed and make
wise decisions when you are asked to vote on certain issues. Informed owners make for a better community.
A particular thanks to Keith Dalton and Lisa Ditmore for their work on this project.
There are many important issues which will be discussed and perhaps voted on in 2020 by the board and in
some cases maybe by the owners. In years past, owner participation, even in elections, has been disappointing.
We are encouraged that an unprecedented number of owners participated in a survey on the shed size issue over 500 were returned. We are hopeful there will be similar participation for this year's Board of Director
Election taking place as I write this. Get involved – stay involved.
We are so blessed to have the employees we
have to serve the various needs of the
community. Please take the time to thank them
for all they do. It's important for them to know
that owners care. I can tell you without
exception, these are special people doing an
outstanding job.
Have a wonderful Christmas and I hope that you
feel the extraordinary blessings of this Season.
Patty Greeves
AIA Board President
pattygreevesaia@gmail.com
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Get ready for Winter Arrowhead!! It will be here before you know it.
Below is a list of things you should know for the upcoming
winter season:
1. Check your car out to be sure it’s ready for winter; Carry
a blanket and some food and water in your car. If you
Be
get stuck or break down on the road you may be there a
Winter
while so be prepared.
Be sure you have the
Wise!
appropriate AIA sticker on your vehicle. Patrol may
need to contact you so be sure they can do that.
2. Have an emergency kit in your vehicle.
3. Buy a set of chains or cable chains for your car. Test fit
them before the snow flies to see that they fit and that
you know how to install them properly
4. Put a good sturdy shovel in your car.
5. Have I said to be sure you have the appropriate sticker
on your machine?
Patrol may need to contact
you so be sure they can do that.
6. When snowmobiling, stay on the groomed trails. AIA property extends to the south to the first cattle guard. Please stay
on the groomed trails as long as you or your guests are in the community. Going “off trail” in the community causes
“Ghost Trails” which when people follow them can cause people to get stuck and stranded in low visibility conditions or
at night presenting a very dangerous situation.
7. Speed limits on the filing roads are still 20 mph in the wintertime. We are required to keep the roads groomed so our
first responders can get to an incident in a timely fashion. When you or your guests travel at excessive speeds or rapidly
accelerate or decelerate it causes moguls in the snow which not only makes it difficult to get around but also makes it
longer in time for our first responder to do their jobs by getting to the scene of an incident quickly. Slow down and avoid
rapid acceleration or braking!!
8. Be respectful of others on the filing roads. All users should move to the right when passing on the roads. Snowmobilers
and side by siders should slow down when passing skiers, dog walkers and pedestrians.
9. Some good advice on traveling the Alpine: 1) Uphill traffic has the right of way. Always yield to those coming up the hill!!
2) Stay away from the edges of the road. The snow on the edges and ditches is not packed so it’s very easy to get pulled
in and you will get stuck. 3) We will have logging trucks on the Alpine all winter so even if you are coming uphill don’t take
on the big truck!! Yes, you have the right of way but he has the truck!!! 4) AIA maintains the road with our loader and
grader. Always yield to these pieces of equipment. Never try to pass them without first getting an acknowledgement
from the operator that he sees you and has given you a signal that it’s okay to pass.
These guys are dealing with a lot just to operate the equipment so don’t assume
they’ve seen you. 5) When towing, take the time to put on your tire chains. Last but
probably most important, Speed. Slow down when driving on snowy roads. Just
because you have a 4-wheel drive vehicle doesn’t mean you can drive regular speeds.

SLOW DOWN!!!
Jim Matteson

Equipment and Maintenance BOD Liaison
jem577905@gmail.com

For more information, visit the
Maintenance & Improvements webpage at:
https://www.arrowhead1.org/maintenance-improvements

www.arrowhead1.org
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Patrol would like to welcome two new “members” to the team…
1. Earl Fay has moved from Design/Review to the position vacated by Brad
Fowler, when the later filled the Board position vacated by Kim Norwood.
2. A new-ish snowmobile has joined the modest Patrol fleet. The Polaris
4-stroke was purchased from an Arrowhead property owner at a very
reasonable price. When decked out with proper signage and equipment,
it will be used to monitor Arrowhead properties and run drives.

Earl Fay, newest member to the
AIA Patrol Team

Speaking of running drives…that time of year has come again. Patrol, as a courtesy, will run your drive if weather and
conditions permit and you complete 3 things:
1. Have a signed Liability Waiver on file. The form can be obtained from Patrol on-line
https://www.arrowhead1.org/forms . The Waiver is good for as long as the property is owned or until the
property owner retracts it.
2. A safe route is marked from the filing road to and from the structure by pairs of marking poles. (4 feet
above ground level - OK, 5 feet - Better, 6≤ feet Best) The route can cross common grounds but if it traverses
a neighbor’s property a Liability Waiver will be needed from the second property owner.
3. The route must be inspected and approved by a Patrol officer. NOTE: Make the turns required in the route as
large as possible to make it easier to turn around in deep snow.
Patrol will again be monitoring the Winter Parking Lot. With more folks spending time on the mountain during the
winter, parking spaces are at a premium, particularly during the Holidays.
Snowmobiles and side-by-sides are to be parked up on the hillside. said vehicles can be left in the main parking for a
maximum of 3 nights. NEVER chain snowmobiles together.
Trailers can be parked at the lot. Typically, box trailers are placed up on the hill and flatbeds, in the north-west corner.
There is a $50 annual fee to park your trailer either place.
There are a limited number of electrical hook-ups available for a price and must be reserved by contacting Patrol.
Carefully observe that the front of vehicles are aligned with the orange cones that delineate the parking rows.
All vehicles, OHVs, snow machines and trailers must have yellow Arrowhead stickers or visitor
passes and must be clearly visible.
Remember this, when conditions demand, the parking lot will be plowed! At that time, ALL vehicles must be removed
from the main parking area. If you need to leave a vehicle in the parking lot while off the mountain, be sure that a key is
left with a neighbor or Patrol, should plowing need to be done. Also, monitor blast email for plowing announcements.
Happy Holidays,
Dave Reddish
AIA Lead Patrol
Your AIA Patrol Team
Phone or Text: (970) 209-6335
Email: arrowheadpatrol@gmail.com
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SEEKING A
DESIGN REVIEW MANAGER
The Arrowhead Improvements Association Board of Directors is actively seeking a Design Review Manager for the Design Review
Committee (DRC). This is a part-time position with variable hours based upon the needs of the community and the number of plan
submissions. Activity starts in March and usually ends around the first of November with the summer season having the most construction
activity. Meetings are generally scheduled the second Monday of each month from 9:00 am to approximately 12:00 pm.
Below are a few of the job duties:
•

Perform responsibilities as a committee leader, including: assigning tasks, preparing agendas, direct meetings, organize
documents, review & approve minutes, perform follow-ups, ensure task completion and verify file accuracy and/or database
records are complete.

•

Proficient knowledge and use of Word and Excel is required.

•

Ensure that DRC documents are complete, accurate, clear and understandable; plus well-managed and properly
maintained/controlled.

•

Uniformly enforce the AIA covenants and other governing documents as they relate to the duties and responsibilities of the DRC.

To obtain a complete job description for the Design Review Manager position, CLICK HERE.
Interested individuals should contact Agnes Kroneraff at 970-642-4232 or agnesaiaoffice@gmail.com to obtain a job application. All
completed applications should be accompanied with a résumé and must be received at the AIA office at PO Box 83 Gunnison, CO 81230 or
returned to the above email address before January 15, 2020 to be considered. After the applications are considered, suitable candidates
will be notified of a time and place for an interview to determine the most qualified applicant. If you have any questions, please email AIA
President Patty Greeves at pattygreevesaia@gmail.com.

www.arrowhead1.org
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MCH PACKS - Arrowhead has made tremendous progress combating bark beetles the last few years, but we need to continue putting up
MCH packs to maintain that success. The price is down slightly from last year at $1.17 each. To order make out a check to the AIA and
send to Bill Conway, 1734 SE 52nd Ave, Portland, OR 97215. Please have your checks to Bill by Jan 31, 2020.
MCH packs will be available for pick up at Arrowhead beginning in mid-May and should be put up by mid-June. If you cannot be at
Arrowhead to put up your MCH packs in the first two weeks of June you can have them put up by a volunteer from the fire dept with a
donation of your choice to the AVFD sent to Bill Conway at the above address. If you have questions on how many to order or to have them
put up for you, contact Bill at arrowheadforestmanager@gmail.com.
HAZARD TREES – There have been several requests for permits to remove hazard trees this fall after Bill had to leave early for the winter.
In all cases we have been able to work that out very quickly and get the permits issued. If you have any hazard tree problems over the
winter don’t hesitate to contact Bill for assistance.
LOGGING – There are now three logging contractors working on two timber sales on the Alpine Plateau harvesting beetle killed spruce and
they are producing about 30 loaded trucks per day. That level of activity can be expected to continue until March. Log haul is occurring
Monday through Friday and will not be occurring on weekends, Federal holidays and between Christmas and New Year’s. Trucks are
required to use tire chains on snow. Please drive very slowly around trucks that have stopped to chain up or un-chain. Steeper areas of
the Alpine, such as the “beaver slide” can be very slick with packed snow and ice. Please consider using tire chains for better control, even
with four-wheel drive. Also please consider using log trucks as your pilot car either up or down the Alpine.
As of mid November, road construction continues on the Alpine Road. If the weather continues to cooperate, the contractor will be placing
new surface rock down to the south Arrowhead boundary. The contractor is also working to complete work on the side of the road at
several points to allow snowmobile trail grooming next to the road. If a groomed trail does not exist next to the road snowmobilers need
to exercise EXTREME CAUTION when sharing the road with logging trucks.
FOREST REFUSE SITE – The site will be burned when there is about a foot of snow in the area and the weather conditions allow the smoke
to drift away from Arrowhead. The community will be notified by Blast Email before the burn occurs.
If you have questions about these or other forestry related subjects, please feel free to contact Bill Conway at
arrowheadforestmanager@gmail.com.

Bill Conway
Arrowhead Forest Manager
arrowheadforestmanager@gmail.com
For more information, visit the Forest Management webpage at:
https://www.arrowhead1.org/forest-management
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The Arrowhead Fire Protection District is a separate governmental entity (municipality) of the
state and county that has a myriad of statutory responsibilities; including the levying of taxes for
the purpose of providing fire protection to the residents of a particular area, in this case the
Arrowhead Fire District. Therefore, the Arrowhead Fire Protection District is responsible for
setting up its own notification data base in order to disseminate vital information to the
members within its own fire district.
In an effort to communicate and expedite vital State, County and community fire safety
information and critical alerts to the many property owners and residents within our Arrowhead
Fire Protection District (AFPD), the AFPD Board of Directors has established an Email Blast
Notification System. To ensure that property owners and residents receive these critical alerts and
information with possible emergencies and evacuations, it is HIGHLY RECOMMENDED that you
sign up to the Arrowhead Fire Protection District EMAIL NOTIFICATION SYSTEM.
Please take a moment to fill in the appropriate information below, to be notified by the
Arrowhead Fire Protection District (AFPD) and Volunteer Fire Department (AVFD), in the event of
emergency situations or critical community alerts. This Notification Blast system is confidential
and only for owners & residents within Arrowhead Fire Protection District.
Thank you,
Arrowhead Fire Protection District (AFPD)
Website: https://www.arrowheadfire.org/
Visit Our Facebook Page

Everyone is welcome to come join the
AVFD Exercise Class every MondayWednesday-Friday from 10:00 to
11:00am at the Firehouse.
The information posted in this AIA Smoke Signal publication and the AIA website (arrowhead1.org), is intended to provide general knowledge that may be of interest to Arrowhead Homeowners and its members to the community. The
Arrowhead Improvements Association, Inc. (the AIA HOA), does not warrant the accuracy to this particular page(s) and webpage(s) that is provided by the Arrowhead Fire Protection District (the AFPD); and the AIA is not responsible
for the reliability, correctness or any other aspect of the content provided. The AIA HOA disclaims any liability whatsoever in connection with the information that appears on this page(s) or webpage(s) and is not its author. AIA HOA
is not responsible for, and does not undertake any duty to provide owners with, up to date fire restriction information. Please contact AFPD for the most current information.
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Our updated 2019 Living in Arrowhead Booklet
is now available on our AIA website at
www.arrowhead1.org

www.arrowhead1.org
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Ho Ho Ho…
Santa invites the
community to visit
"Stoneware Studio"
and check out
Joanie’s stock for
gift giving this
holiday season!!

www.arrowhead1.org
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Saturday, Dec 7th is the date for the Annual Community Christmas Party at the Arrowhead
Mountain Lodge!! Happy Hour is from 4 to 6pm, with a cash bar and a few nibbles. Please RSVP
to Kathy Koeltzow at 960-901-1425 NO LATER than November 30th, to be assigned the dish
for the buffet dinner and # attending. Buffet line opens at 6pm. If you’d like to participate, there
will be a white elephant gift exchange (items less than $10 dollars).

Ya never know
who just
might pop in…
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Annual

Saturday With a Chili/Soup Buffet
December 28th at the Arrowhead
5:30pm Mountain Lodge
Joanie Aufderheide is coordinating how many sleds will
be participating in this year’s parade tour, so please
contact Joanie at 862-8415 to SIGN UP EARLY to get your
parade time and space reserved. Parade time and space
is limited per hour.

Now is the time to begin thinking about how you are going to decorate your cabin for the Community
Parade of Lights!!! Our Arrowhead Parade of Lights is the highlight of the community during the holiday
season, because it’s the members within our beautiful community who help make it so spectacular!!
Therefore, join in and let’s get in the mountain spirit together and decorate for the holidays! PRIZES
AWARDED to the 5 most popular voted cabins from Gunnison Electric and the AML. Please contact Joanie
Aufderheide at 862-8415 to add your cabin to the parade route.

www.arrowhead1.org
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2020

Date

Title

Author

Category

Presenter

Jan.

No meeting – holidays

------------------------

------------------

-----------------

Feb. 7

The Glass Ocean

by Beatriz Williams

Historical mystery

Nancy Gauthier

March 6

We Never Asked for Wings

by Vanessa Diffenbaugh

Hope against odds

Kathy Carlson

April
May

No meeting - mud season
No meeting - mud season

---------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------

-----------------------------------

June 5

Crazy Rich Asians

by Kevin Kwan

Romantic comedy

Carla Vavrik

July 10*

Where the Crawdads Sing

by Delia Owens

Marshland mystery

Sue Kindschy

Aug. 7

Daughter of a Daughter
of a Queen

by Sara Bird

Trailblazing woman

Carolyn Crews-Whitby

Sept. 4

Heartland: A Memoir

by Sarah Smarsh

Hardscrabble life

Ella Trinklein

Oct. 2

Our House

by Louise Candlish

Suspense thriller

Nov. 6

Nighthawk Rising

by Diana Allen Kouris

Woman cattle rustler

Dec.

No meeting – holidays

---------------------------

------------------

-------------------

Questions – contact Nancy Gauthier at nancypgauthier@msn.com.
We meet the first Friday of the month unless noted. Join us at the Arrowhead Mountain Lodge at 11:30am. All welcome!
*July postponed a week due to 4th of July holiday.

2019-2020

Visit our AIA website, www.arrowhead1.org to
get the latest up-to-date Area Forecast, Cams
& Conditions AND Snow Reports
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Lisa Ditmore 2017
For the next several years, the Alpine Plateau Road (from upcountry to Hwy 50), In an effort to provide the owners & residents of
Arrowhead advanced information and warning of the unusual road activity, a POST ONLY MESSAGE BOARD was created. Please visit
our AIA website at: https://www.arrowhead1.org/ and click on the Flashing Road Sign for the latest information.
All information and questions about the road activity will be fielded through our AIA Forest Manager, Bill Conway:
arrowheadforestmanager@gmail.com, our Heavy Equipment BOD Liaison, Jim Matteson: jem577905@gmail.com , members from
the AIA Patrol Team: arrowheadpatrol@gmail.com and members from the Arrowhead Fire Protection District (AFPD).
It is advised, before traveling up and down the Alpine Plateau Rd., CLICK HERE to view and bookmark the Alpine Plateau Road
Activity Message Board periodically, to stay up-to-date with the ever-changing road and weather activity.

www.arrowhead1.org
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